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Background: Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) enables non-invasive modulation of brain activity
with both clinical and research applications, but fundamental questions remain about the neural types
and elements TMS activates and how stimulation parameters affect the neural response.
Objective: To develop a multi-scale computational model to quantify the effect of TMS parameters on the
direct response of individual neurons.
Methods: We integrated morphologically-realistic neuronal models with TMS-induced electric ﬁelds
computed in a ﬁnite element model of a human head to quantify the cortical response to TMS with
several combinations of pulse waveforms and current directions.
Results: TMS activated with lowest intensity intracortical axonal terminations in the superﬁcial gyral
crown and lip regions. Layer 5 pyramidal cells had the lowest thresholds, but layer 2/3 pyramidal cells
and inhibitory basket cells were also activated at most intensities. Direct activation of layers 1 and 6 was
unlikely. Neural activation was largely driven by the ﬁeld magnitude, rather than the ﬁeld component
normal to the cortical surface. Varying the induced current direction caused a waveform-dependent shift
in the activation site and provided a potential mechanism for experimentally observed differences in
thresholds and latencies of muscle responses.
Conclusions: This biophysically-based simulation provides a novel method to elucidate mechanisms and
inform parameter selection of TMS and other cortical stimulation modalities. It also serves as a foundation for more detailed network models of the response to TMS, which may include endogenous activity, synaptic connectivity, inputs from intrinsic and extrinsic axonal projections, and corticofugal axons
in white matter.
© 2019 Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Introduction
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is a technique for noninvasive modulation of brain activity using a magnetically-induced
electric ﬁeld (E-ﬁeld) [1]. TMS is currently FDA-cleared for cortical
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mapping and the treatment of several psychiatric and neurological
disorders, and it is under investigation for many other indications
[2]. However, rational design and optimization of TMS is impeded
by our limited understanding of its neural effects. Fundamental
questions persist regarding the neural types and elements that are
activated, the spatial extent of activation, and how spatial and
temporal parameters of TMS determine threshold and site of activation, particularly when considering the complexities of human
brain geometry. Obtaining insights into the cortical origin and
mechanisms of the physiological response to TMS has proven
difﬁcult: electrical recording techniques in the brain or spinal cord
are invasive and mostly reserved for animal studies, stimulus artifacts make it challenging to record during and immediately after
the stimulus pulse, uncertainty remains about the stimulation
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Methods

Blue Brain Project [28,29] in the NEURON v7.4 simulation software
[31]. The original models include 3D, reconstructed dendritic and
axonal morphologies of cell types from all 6 cortical layers, with up
to 13 different published Hodgkin-Huxley-like ion channel models
in the soma, dendrites, and axon initial segment. Each cell type had
ﬁve clones, which were generated by introducing stochastic variations in their dendritic and axonal geometries to reﬂect morphological diversity within cell type. Previously, we adapted a subset of
these model neurons to the biophysical and geometric properties of
adult, human cortical neurons and characterized their response to
stimulation with exogenous E-ﬁelds [30]. These modiﬁcations
included scaling the morphologies to account for age and species
differences, as well as myelinating the axonal arbors, scaling ion
channel kinetics to 37  C using a Q10 of 2.3, and assigning ion
channel properties to the entire axon arbor. The ﬁnal set of cell
types included the layer 1 (L1) neurogliaform cell with a dense
axonal arbor (NGC), L2/3 pyramidal cell (L2/3 PC), L4 large basket
cell (L4 LBC), L5 thick-tufted pyramidal cell with an early bifurcating apical tuft (L5 PC), and L6 tufted pyramidal cell with its
dendritic tuft terminating in L4 (L6 PC). The pyramidal cell types
were selected based on their hypothesized involvement in TMSevoked corticospinal volleys (I-waves) [32], and the L1 NGC cell
type was selected based on its hypothesized involvement in TMSinduced inhibition [33]. Since myelin is expected to reduce
thresholds [30], the LBC cell type was selected based on the ﬁnding
that the vast majority of myelinated, inhibitory axons belong to
basket cells [34]. Further details can be found in our previous
publication [30] and these models can be downloaded from ModelDB (Model 241165) [35].
We made an additional modiﬁcation to the L5 and L6 PC models
to account for the truncation of their main axons in the slicing
process. The main axons of L5 and L6 PCs project subcortically in
mature animals, while their collaterals can extend both locally and
for several millimeters horizontally [36]. The truncated main axon
terminals in these model neurons were therefore unrealistically
close to their cell bodies. To exclude them from activation, we
disabled these main axon terminals by setting the terminal
compartment diameter to 1000 mm. We quantiﬁed the effect of
disabling the main axon terminals of the L5 and L6 PCs: leaving the
main axons intact decreased the thresholds for downward E-ﬁelds
for at least three of the ﬁve L5 PCs and reduced activation of horizontal collaterals (Supplementary Fig. 1). Similar effects were
observed with the L6 PCs (Supplementary Fig. 2). We also generated
a simpliﬁed version of the L2/3 PC model neurons in which the
morphologically-realistic axon was replaced with a straight
myelinated axon, similar to previous studies [25]. This straight axon
was oriented downward, parallel to the somatodendritic axis and
perpendicular to the pial surface. As in the original models, the axon
initial segment was modeled as two 30 mm axonal sections, with the
diameter drawn from the original reconstructed morphology. The
initial segment was connected to alternating sections of myelin and
nodes of Ranvier to produce a total length of 1 mm, terminating
approximately in L5/6. Matching the myelinated axon models [30],
the nodal lengths were 1 mm and the internodal lengths were 100
times the myelin diameter. The nodal diameter was the same as that
of the initial segment, and the myelin diameter was set using the
diameter-speciﬁc ratio of myelin diameter to nodal diameter
measured experimentally [34]. Finally, the initial segment, nodes,
and internodes were assigned the same membrane properties as
those of the morphologically-realistic axon models.

Neuron models

Head model for electric ﬁeld simulation

The neuron models were modiﬁed versions of the multicompartmental, conductance-based models implemented by the

Induced E-ﬁelds were computed in the realistic volume
conductor head model (Fig. 2A) provided as default in SimNIBS

focality, and experimental approaches have yet to produce a systematic assessment of the neural response across depths, positions,
and cell types [3e5]. Optical imaging techniques, such as twophoton calcium imaging [6,7], can overcome some of these limitations, including the stimulus artifact and cell type identiﬁcation,
although action potential evoked calcium transients may be too
long (>100 ms) to differentiate direct from indirect activation [8].
Still, these methods have thus far not been applied in studying TMS
of humans and non-human primates.
Computational modeling is a powerful tool for investigating the
mechanisms of TMS as well as for choosing stimulation parameters
for more selective target engagement. Prior modeling efforts focused
on calculating the spatial distribution of the E-ﬁeld induced by
TMSdtypically using the ﬁnite element method (FEM) in head
models derived from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data [9e11].
However, the spatial distribution of the E-ﬁeld alone cannot predict
the physiological effects of stimulation, and TMS can recruit distinct
neural populations or elements based on different temporal dynamics
of the E-ﬁeld waveform (e.g., pulse shape, direction, width, and phase
amplitude asymmetry) [12e16]. Therefore, the E-ﬁeld must be
coupled to neural models capturing the heterogeneity and spatial
distribution of the underlying neural elements, as well as their
membrane dynamics, to quantify the neural response to stimulation.
To simulate the neural response to TMS, cable theory was
adapted and implemented in increasingly detailed compartmental
neuron models [17e23]. These studies concluded that axonal
bends, branch points, and terminations are the most likely sites of
action potential initiation by TMS. However, more recent studies
suggest that TMS initiates action potentials at the cell body or axon
initial segment [24e26]. Additionally, preliminary efforts to
develop integrated models incorporating anatomically accurate Eﬁelds with morphologically-realistic neurons lacked realistic
axonal geometries, diversity of cell types, and/or morphological
variability within cell types, resulting in limited insights into the
neural activation mechanisms of TMS [21,25,27].
To address the questions about the interaction between TMS
and neurons, we quantiﬁed the direct responses of cortical neurons
to TMS-induced E-ﬁelds in a multi-scale model that incorporated
cortical geometry, neural membrane dynamics, and axonal
morphology, all of which are critical to model accurately the effects
of TMS. We adapted recently published cortical neuron models
from the Blue Brain Project [28,29] to the geometry of mature
human cortical neurons, including excitatory and inhibitory cell
types across all cortical layers, realistic axon morphologies, experimentally validated electrophysiological properties, and morphological variability within cell types [30]. We embedded these model
neurons in cortical layers within the gray matter of a realistic FEM
model of a human head. This level of detail and diversity of model
neurons achieved a more biologically-plausible model of the direct
cortical response to TMS than any previously published. We used
this integrated model to simulate the neural response to TMS of
primary motor cortex (M1) with several E-ﬁeld directions and pulse
shapes, including conventional and controllable pulse parameter
TMS (cTMS). The simulations answered three key questions that
have been controversial in the ﬁeld: (1) which neural types and
elements does TMS activate, (2) what is the site of activation by
TMS of the motor cortex, and (3) how is the site of activation
affected by E-ﬁeld direction and waveform?
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v2.0, an open-source simulation package that integrates segmentation of MRI scans, mesh generation, and FEM E-ﬁeld computations [37]. The FEM model was generated using the T1-and T2weighted images and segmentation from the SimNIBS example
data set of a healthy subject, which included white matter, gray
matter, cerebrospinal ﬂuid, bone, and scalp tissue volumes. The MRI
data were acquired from a healthy subject with the approval of the
Ethics Committee of the Medical Faculty of the University of
Tübingen [38]. The white matter layer was assigned anisotropic
conductivity using the diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data and the
volume normalized approach, with the mean conductivity of each
tensor scaled to match the isotropic conductivity of 0.126 S/m [39].
The remaining four tissue volumes were assigned isotropic conductivities [7] (in S/m): gray matter: 0.276, cerebrospinal ﬂuid:
1.790, bone: 0.010, scalp: 0.250. The ﬁnal mesh comprised
approximately 200,000 nodes and 3.6 million tetrahedral elements.
(See Ref. [38] for further modeling details). E-ﬁeld distributions
were computed with the SimNIBS models of the MagVenture MCB70 ﬁgure-of-8 coil (P/N 9016E056, MagVenture A/S, Farum,
Denmark), which has ten windings with outer and inner diameters
of 10.8 and 2.4 cm, respectively [40], or the Magstim 70 mm ﬁgureof-8 coil (P/N 9925-00, Magstim Co., Spring Gardens, Whitland,
Carmarthenshire, UK), which has nine windings with outer and
inner diameters of 8.8 and 5.2 cm, respectively [41], both for a coilto-scalp distance of 2 mm and a coil current of 1 A/ms. The MagVenture coil was used for simulations with conventional TMS
waveforms to match the experimental setup of [42], and the
Magstim coil was used for simulations with cTMS1 waveforms to
match the setup of [15]. We simulated TMS of the left hand motor
area by positioning the coil over the motor hand knob, located on
the precentral gyrus [43]. Following the convention for TMS of M1,
the coil was oriented to induce currents perpendicular to the central sulcus, directed 45 relative to the midline (Fig. 2A); for
monophasic posterioreanterior (PeA) stimulation, this orientation
corresponds to the lowest threshold for evoking motor activity,
measured by motor evoked potentials (MEPs) in the ﬁrst dorsal
interosseous or abductor digiti minimi, although there is considerable inter-individual variability [44,45].
Embedding neurons in head model
To generate layer-speciﬁc populations of neurons, surface
meshes representing the cortical layers were interpolated between
the gray and white matter surface meshes at normalized depths
(the total depth of gray matter is 1): L1: 0.06, L2/3: 0.4, L4: 0.55, L5:
0.65, L6: 0.85 (Fig. 2C). These depths were estimated from primate
motor cortex slices, in which the boundaries between adjacent
layers were at normalized depths of 0.08 (L1eL2/3), 0.51 (L2/3eL4),
0.59 (L4eL5), and 0.81(L5eL6) [46]. M1 is traditionally thought to
lack a layer 4 [47], but it was included here based on studies in both
mice and primates that demonstrated a functional layer 4 in motor
cortex with canonical inputs from thalamus and intra-columnar
outputs to L2/3 [48e50].
A 32  34  50 mm3 region of interest (ROI) containing the M1
hand knob on the pre-central gyrus and the portion of the postcentral gyrus opposite to it was selected for populating with model
neurons (shown in red in Fig. 2A). Layer surface meshes were discretized with 3000 triangular elements per surface, yielding a
density of approximately 1.7 elements per mm2. Single model
neurons were placed in each of the 3000 elements by centering the
cell bodies within the elements (Fig. 2B). Based on typical columnar
structure [51,52], the model neurons were oriented to align their
somatodendritic axes with the element normals and randomly
rotated about their somatodendritic axes in the azimuthal direction
(see Fig. 1A for deﬁnition of spherical coordinates). Each model
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neuron was simulated for ﬁve additional azimuthal rotations in 60
increments to sample the full range of possible orientations, and
the ﬁve clones of each cell type were co-located within each
element, increasing the effective cell density thirty-fold to
approximately 50.7 cells/mm2 in each layer. Fig. 2D depicts, in a
cross-section of the hand knob, the placement of a single clone of
each cell type in all ﬁve layers as well as the L2/3 and L5 PC populations plotted alone with different colors assigned to axons,
apical dendrites, and basal dendrites. Mesh generation, placement
of neuronal morphologies, extraction of E-ﬁeld vectors from the
SimNIBS output, NEURON simulation control, analysis, and visualization were conducted in MATLAB (R2016a & R2017a, The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
Coupling electric ﬁelds to neuronal simulations
Using the quasi-static approximation [53,54], the TMS induced
E-ﬁeld was separated into its spatial and temporal components.
Therefore, the relative spatial distribution of the E-ﬁeld is independent of frequency and does not change with time during the
pulse waveform [55]. For each location, the E-ﬁeld amplitude was
obtained by computing the E-ﬁeld (in V=m) in SimNIBS for a single
coil current frequencydspeciﬁed with the current rate of change in
A=msd and multiplying it by the desired current rate of change at
any point in time. The cable equation has been adapted for
magnetically induced E-ﬁelds to one-dimensional compartmental
models [18,19,56]. The spatial component of the exogenous E-ﬁelds
can be applied to cable models using NEURON’s extracellular
mechanism [31], which requires expressing the E-ﬁeld in terms of
an extracellular scalar potential at each compartment. However,
magnetic induction produces a non-conservative E-ﬁeld distribution that cannot be converted to scalar potentials. To couple the Eﬁelds computed in the FEM simulations of TMS to the cable models,
quasipotentials [19,21] were calculated for each cell by numerically
integrating the E-ﬁeld component along each neural process

ð

!

jc ¼ jp  E , d!
s z jp 

.  .
1 .
E c þ E p , s pc
2
.

(1)

where j is the extracellular quasipotential, E is the E-ﬁeld vector,
.
s is the displacement vector, and subscripts c and p indicate the
current/child compartment and previous/parent compartment in
the tree structure with the soma arbitrarily designated as the root
and reference point
(jsoma ¼ 0Þ. The E-ﬁeld at the model neuron
.
compartments ( E c;p ) was linearly interpolated from the 10 nearest
mesh points (tetrahedral vertices in SimNIBS) within the gray and
white matter volumes using the MATLAB scatteredInterpolant
function. The quasipotentials were then calculated at the
compartment centers, and then directly substituted as extracellular
potentials in NEURON.
With the spatial distribution of quasipotentials determined, the
temporal component of the E-ﬁeld was included by uniformly
scaling the distribution over time by various current waveforms.
Monophasic, half sine, and biphasic waveforms generated by a
MagPro X100 stimulator (MagVenture A/S, Denmark) with a MagVenture MCF-B70 ﬁgure-of-8 coil (P/N 9016E0564) were recorded
using a search coil and sampling rate of 5 MHz (shown in Figs. 5 and
7). We also used waveforms generated by a cTMS1 device with a
Magstim 70 mm ﬁgure-of-8 coil for 30, 60, and 120 ms pulse widths
(shown in Fig. 8B) [15,57]. The TMS E-ﬁeld waveforms were downsampled with 5 ms time steps for computational efﬁciency, and
normalized to unity amplitude for subsequent scaling in the neural
simulations.
As in our previous study [30], the neural models were discretized with isopotential compartments no longer than 20 mm and
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Fig. 1. Threshold dependence on cell type and direction of uniform E-ﬁeld. (A) Coordinate system shown for example cell (L2/3 PC). Somato-dendritic axis aligned to z-axis, with
polar angle q and azimuthal angle 4. (B) Uniform E-ﬁeld directions represented as normal vectors on sphere centered at origin. Thresholds were calculated for 398 directions
!
spanning the sphere, and each threshold value was represented as a point on the sphere (white dot) corresponding to the E-ﬁeld vector E . (C) 3D thresholdedirection map
!
projected into 2D using Mollweide projection. White dot indicates threshold value for example vector E in B, crossed circle represents E-ﬁeld pointing into the page, and circle with
dot represents E-ﬁeld pointing out of the page. Bottom: Recorded MagPro X100 Monophasic TMS waveform. (D) Thresholdedirection maps for all cell types and their virtual clones,
i.e. models of the same cell type with stochastically varied morphologies, normalized to the minimum for each clone. Within cell type, thresholdedirection maps for each clone are
ordered by minimum threshold, with lowest minimum threshold at the bottom. White star denotes minimum threshold orientation. Corresponding cell morphology plotted to the
right of each map with same color scheme as in A. Black arrow points in direction of minimum threshold orientation, matching white star. All scale bars are 250 mm. (E) Minimum
threshold for 5 clones of each cell type, grouped by layer. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Fig. 2. Embedding populations of cortical neuron models in FEM models of TMS induced E-ﬁelds. (A) Scalp and gray matter meshes are shown with the overlying TMS coil
outline. The coil center and orientation are given by the green sphere and arrow, the hand knob region populated with neurons is indicated in red, and the putative hand muscle
representation used in Fig. 7 is shown in blue. (B) Model neurons located in the crown of the pre-central gyrus between the gray matter and white matter surfaces. One clone from
each layer is shown with color corresponding to layer (shown in C); ﬁve co-located model neuron populations (virtual clones of each cell type) are simulated in each layer. The 2D
analysis plane (red) is used to visualize threshold data in Fig. 5 and also shown in CeD. The plane is parallel to coil orientation (45 relative to midline). (C) Cortical layers used to
place and orient model neurons shown in 2D analysis plane, extracted by intersecting the analysis plane with the layer surfaces. (D) Neural populations from B visualized within the
2D analysis plane. Neurons in all ﬁve layers are plotted with their respective layer colors (left). L2/3 (middle) and L5 (right) PC populations are plotted with axon, apical dendrites,
and basal dendrites colored separately. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

solved using the backward Euler technique with a time step of 5 ms.
The membrane potential of each compartment was allowed to
equilibrate to steady state before stimulation was applied. Activation was deﬁned as membrane potential crossing 0 mV with positive slope in at least 3 compartments within the cell, initiating an
action potential.
In addition to the TMS-induced E-ﬁeld distributions, neural
simulations were also performed using uniform E-ﬁelds and TMS
waveforms, following the quasi-uniform ﬁeld assumption of
transcranial stimulation [58]. The extracellular potential Ve at each
compartment with position ðx; y; zÞ was calculated with

direction was quantiﬁed by the threshold anisotropy, deﬁned as the
ratio of the maximum and minimum thresholds across all E-ﬁeld
directions. Additionally, the sensitivity to speciﬁc E-ﬁeld directions
for each model neuron was quantiﬁed by taking the average
threshold for E-ﬁelds directed transverse (60 < q  120 ) and
approximately parallel to the somato-dendritic axisdeither outward, towards the pial surface (0  q  60 ), or inward, towards the
white matter (120 < q  180 )dafter averaging thresholds across
all azimuthal rotations within the relevant polar angles.

Ve ðx; y; zÞ ¼  jEj,ðx sin q cos 4 þ y sin q sin 4 þ z cos qÞ;

For the coupled FEM E-ﬁeld and cortical layer model, single
neuron thresholds were determined by scaling the coil current’s
rate of change at pulse onsetdwhich was proportional to the
stimulator voltagedusing a binary search algorithm to determine
the minimum intensity necessary to elicit an action potential with
0.05 A/ms accuracy. For the uniform E-ﬁeld simulations, threshold
E-ﬁeld magnitudes were obtained with 0.05 V/m accuracy.
Experimentally measured motor threshold (MT) quantiﬁes the
stimulus intensity that activates a population of corticospinal
neurons, indirectly for most TMS coil conﬁgurations, with sufﬁcient
excitatory input to drive motoneurons innervating the muscle of
interest. Since our model lacks intracortical and corticospinal

(2)

where the direction of the uniform E-ﬁeld was given by polar angle
q and azimuthal angle 4, in spherical coordinates with respect to
the somatodendritic axes (Fig. 1A and B), and the potential of the
origin (soma) was set to zero [30]. We applied the MagProX100
monophasic TMS pulse waveform with a uniform E-ﬁeld distribution at directions spanning the polar and azimuthal directions in
steps of 15 and 10 , respectively, for a total of 398 directions, and
we converted the spherical distribution of thresholds into 2D
thresholdedirection maps using the Mollweide projection (Fig. 1C
and D). The overall sensitivity of each model neuron to E-ﬁeld

Neural activation thresholds and time constants
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synaptic connections, it cannot directly predict corticospinal activity or muscle excitation. Therefore, we devised an approximate
representation of MT for a hand muscle. We identiﬁed a putative
hand muscle representation that included both the gyral lip and
upper sulcal wall (Fig. 2A; Fig. 7), where corticomotoneuronal
projections to the corresponding spinal motoneurons originate [59]
and ﬁnger-tapping in the ﬁrst dorsal interosseous muscle evokes
functional MRI activation [10]. Within this hand muscle representation, we approximated MT using the threshold to activate a given
percentile of model neurons, across all positions, clones, and
azimuthal rotations. We then obtained this percentile-deﬁned MT,
Q, for 30, 60, and 120 ms cTMS1 pulses to estimate the neural time
constant using the same parameter estimation method as used in
previous studies [15,60]. In this method, the neural membrane was
approximated as a low-pass ﬁlter with time constant tm , yielding
the following strength-duration curve:

b t  ¼  Qrh  :
Q
p
r tm ; tp

(3)

b ðt Þ was the predicted MT for pulse duration t , Q was the
Here, Q
p
p
rh
rheobase, and rðtm ; tp Þ was the depolarization factor, calculated as
the peak of the low-pass ﬁltered TMS waveform. The parameters tm
and Qrh were estimated by least-square ﬁtting of the parametric
b to the MT from the neural simulations, i.e., by minimizing
curve Q
b =Q  1Þ2 across all pulse
the sum of relative errors squared ð Q
durations. The number and precise locations of cortical neurons
activated at MT is unknown, so we computed time constants using
neural population thresholds in the hand muscle representation for
a range of percentiles: 2.5, 5, 10, 25, and 50%.
Code and data availability
The code and relevant data of this study are released on GitHub
[61].
Results
Threshold and directional sensitivity vary by cell type
We quantiﬁed variations in excitation threshold and intrinsic
sensitivity to local E-ﬁeld direction for each model neuron, independent of their cortical location and the E-ﬁeld non-uniformity in
the head model (Fig. 1AeD). For all E-ﬁeld directions, the site of
maximal depolarization and action potential initiation was an
axonal termination aligned with the E-ﬁeld. Consequently, the
densely-branching axonal arbors exhibited numerous possible
activation sites, and the orientations where speciﬁc axonal
branches aligned with the E-ﬁeld in each model neuron corresponded to local minima in the thresholdedirection maps.
Thresholds varied substantially both within and between cell
types. Within cell type, the minimum threshold amplitudes varied
by 18%e73% relative to the lowest threshold clone (Fig. 1E). Based
on the median within each cell type, the minimum threshold amplitudes were lowest for the L5 PC, followed by the L4 LBC, L2/3 PC,
L6 PC, and L1 NGC (Fig. 1E). Notably, the minimum threshold among
the L2/3 PCs was lower than that of the L5 PCs, despite the higher
median.
Threshold anisotropies were used to characterize directional
sensitivity and were higher for the pyramidal cell types (2.29e5.09)
compared to the interneurons (1.73e3.45) (Fig. 1D). The higher
threshold anisotropies in the pyramidal cells reﬂected their more
asymmetric, elongated axons relative to the more sphericallysymmetric axons of the interneurons, which have a broader distribution of axon branch orientations. The mean threshold

differences between transverse and inward or outward E-ﬁelds,
relative to the somatodendritic axis of each model neuron, ranged
from 34% to 32% (positive value indicates higher threshold for
transverse E-ﬁeld) (Supplementary Fig. 3). L5 PCs had the strongest
preference for both inward and outward E-ﬁeld directions, relative
to transverse, followed by the L2/3 PCs and L4 LBCs, while the L1
NGCs and L6 PCs generally had lower thresholds for transverse Eﬁeld directions (Fig. 1D; Supplementary Fig. 3). When the realistic
axon morphologies were replaced with straight axons, the
threshold anisotropy of the L2/3 PCs increased signiﬁcantly,
ranging from 43.1 to 60.9, with highest thresholds for transverse Eﬁeld and lowest thresholds for downward E-ﬁeld, which were
perpendicular and parallel, respectively, to the activated axon terminaldthe exclusive activation site (Supplementary Fig. 4).
In addition to these well-characterized and validated models
[30], we also applied the same age- and species-related modiﬁcations to the entirety of the model neurons in the Blue Brain
librarydscaling the original juvenile, rat neuron models to the
properties of mature, human cortical neuronsdand determined
their minimum thresholds for activation with uniform E-ﬁelds.
The inhibitory basket cell types in L2/3, L5, and L6 had thresholds
that were comparable to the L4 LBCs; similarly, the subset of pyramidal cell types we selected were representative of the
thresholds of the remaining pyramidal cell types within their
respective layers (Supplementary Fig. 5). Thus, we proceeded with
the originally selected set of model neurons for quantifying the
effects of TMS.
TMS activates cortical layers 2e5 in gyral crown
We simulated patterns of neural activation by populating the
head model with model neurons in an ROI comprising the left
motor hand knob in M1 and positioning the TMS coil in an orientation corresponding to the lowest threshold for evoking motor
activity (Fig. 2). The E-ﬁeld distribution in the brain was approximately tangential to the scalp, with the largest amplitudes at gyral
surfaces perpendicular to the E-ﬁeld direction, and decayed rapidly
with depth into the sulcus (Fig. 3A and B). Monophasic stimulation
with dominant E-ﬁeld induced in the PeA direction generated the
lowest thresholds in L5 neurons, followed by L2/3 and L4, L6, and L1
(Fig. 3C; Fig. 7). The recruitment order matched that of uniform Eﬁeld stimulation, with some degree of overlap between L2/3 and
L4, and activation also occurred exclusively at the terminals of the
axon collaterals (Fig. 4). In addition to providing anatomically
relevant positions for neuron model placement, the realistic gyral
geometry in the FEM was necessary to generate accurate E-ﬁeld
and threshold distributions; we additionally simulated a homogeneous intracranial volume, i.e., using the gray matter conductivity
also for the white matter and cerebrospinal ﬂuid volumes, which
resulted in weaker and more diffuse E-ﬁeld distribution [62] and
thus higher thresholds and less focal activation (Supplementary
Fig. 6A and B).
Previous publications hypothesized that the threshold for neural activation by TMS is inversely proportional to either the E-ﬁeld
magnitude [10] or its normal component relative to the cortical
surface, based on the orientation of cortical columns [63,64],
thereby generating the lowest thresholds in either the gyral crown
or the sulcal wall, respectively. Thresholds were lowest in the preand postcentral gyral crowns for all ﬁve layers, corresponding to
regions of maximal E-ﬁeld amplitude (Fig. 3C). The low threshold
regions also extended to the gyral fold lateral to the hand knob,
where the E-ﬁeld magnitude remained high relative to the peak
under the coil center, as well as deeper into the posterior wall of the
central sulcus relative to the anterior wall (Supplementary Fig. 7).
Thresholds within the sulcal walls were substantially higher than
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Fig. 3. Layer-speciﬁc spatial distribution of activation thresholds correlate better with the E-ﬁeld magnitude than normal component. (A) Magnitude of simulated E-ﬁeld
(normalized across layers) on layer surfaces for L1eL6 arranged adjacent to each other. (B) Component of E-ﬁeld normal to layer surfaces (normalized across layers). Positive values
indicate E-ﬁeld pointing out of surface and negative values indicate inward E-ﬁeld. (C) Median thresholds (across 5 clones and 6 rotations) for monophasic PeA simulation. (D)
Inverse threshold of each cell plotted against E-ﬁeld magnitude (top) and absolute value of normal component (bottom) at soma, both normalized to maximum within layer (in A).
Each plot includes R2 value for linear regression of inverse threshold with corresponding E-ﬁeld metric.

the more superﬁcial gyral regions, and activation reached relatively
deeper into the sulcal wall for the low-threshold middle layers:
L2eL5. Throughout the ROI, the thresholds of all cell types were
more strongly correlated with the local E-ﬁeld magnitude (R2 
0:913) than the normal component (inward: R2  0:528; outward:
R2  0:518) (Fig. 3D), indicating that the E-ﬁeld magnitude was a
markedly stronger driver of neuronal activation than the normal
component.

Activation depends on stimulus waveform and direction
Shifts in action potential initiation sites with current direction
led to layer- and waveform-speciﬁc shifts in the spatial distributions of thresholds. For monophasic PeA stimulation, the activated
terminals in the low-threshold L2eL5 were located in the downward projecting axonal branches in the gyral lip and sulcal wall and
the horizontal and oblique collaterals in the gyral crown (Fig. 4). For
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Fig. 4. TMS activates axonal terminations aligned to local E-ﬁeld direction. Axonal arbors for single population of L2/3 PCs, L4 LBCs, and L5 PCs with directly activated branch
colored from AP initiation point (terminal) to proximal branch point for monophasic PeA (green) and AeP (magenta) stimulation. Dendrites not shown. Somas indicated by black
dots. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

reversed monophasic stimulation in the anterioreposterior (AeP)
direction, activation shifted to an axonal terminal in the opposite
direction for each model neuron (Fig. 4). These new action potential
initiation sites were activated with a higher or lower threshold for
each model neuron, and the threshold changes depended on the
pulse waveform, cell type, and position in the cortical geometry.
Using the same current direction, monophasic, half sine, and
biphasic pulses produced similar threshold distributions, with the
lowest thresholds in the gyral crown and lip (Fig. 5AeC). Switching
from PeA to AeP monophasic TMS resulted in an anterior shift of
activation in L2eL5 of the pre-central gyrus; in the analysis plane,
thresholds were up to 30% higher on the posterior lip and up to 45%
lower on the anterior lip (Fig. 5D). In contrast, for the half sine and
biphasic waveforms, which have similar peak E-ﬁeld strengths in
each phase, the shifts in activation were in the same direction, but
substantially reduced. Note that for biphasic pulses, the second
phase with longer duration and direction opposite to the initial
phase was the dominant one, and therefore the effect of directionality was reversed [20,42]. The effect of current direction on
threshold was similar in L2e5 for the homogeneous intracranial
conductivity case but with reduced threshold differences
(Supplementary Fig. 6C and D). To investigate the effect of the
realistic axon morphologies on the spatial distribution of thresholds, we also simulated monophasic PeA and AeP stimulation for
the L2/3 PCs with straight axons (Fig. 6). PeA TMS activated with
lowest intensity L2/3 PCs in the upper portion of the anterior wall of
the central sulcus, while AeP TMS activated the opposite sulcal
wall, with no low-threshold gyral activation for either direction
(Fig. 6A and B). While AeP TMS also produced an anterior shift in
activation for the straight axon models, thresholds were up to 250%
higher on the posterior side of the precentral gyrus and up to 70%
lower on the anterior side (Fig. 6C). Thus, including realistic PC axon
morphologies resulted in superﬁcial, gyral activation that exhibited
slight anterior shifts for AeP relative to PeA TMS, whereas
approximating the axon as straight and oriented normal to the
cortical surface produced more sulcal activation with substantially
higher direction dependence, as expected based on uniform E-ﬁeld
simulations (Supplementary Fig. 4).
Linear regressions between the median thresholds of the model
neurons within the putative hand muscle representation [10] and
experimentally measured MTs [42] (Fig. 7) across all waveforms
and directions yielded strong correlations in all layers (R2 > 0:75;
p < 0:03), with the strongest correlations in L2eL5 (R2 > 0:85)
(Supplementary Fig. 8A). Varying the threshold percentile used for

regression led to minimal changes in correlation coefﬁcients in
nearly all cases (R2 > 0:69; p < 0:05), except the correlations in L1
for 2.5% and 10% threshold percentiles, which fell below statistical
signiﬁcance (Supplementary Fig. 8B). When the current direction
was reversed from PeA to AeP, the L1 and L6 neurons exhibited less
than a 5% change in threshold for all pulse waveforms. In contrast,
for the L2eL5 neurons, the threshold increased by 8e33% for all
pulse waveforms, with a greater increase for the monophasic pulse
than for the half-sine and biphasic pulses, consistent with the
experimental data [42] (Fig. 7). These effects were consistent across
sub-regions of the putative hand muscle representation
(Supplementary Fig. 9).
Model strengtheduration time constants match experiments
Time constants of single model neurons exhibited slight variations throughout the ROI for the L4 LBCs and L5 PCs, while the L2/3
PCs had consistently longer time constants in the posterior-facing
sulcal walls throughout the ROI (Fig. 8A). Using median thresholds in the putative hand muscle representation, the
strengtheduration curves for L2eL5 neurons agreed remarkably
well with experimental measurements (Fig. 8B). The proportion of
activated cortical neurons corresponding to MT is unknown, but
the slight variation of time constant showed insensitivity to the
proportion of activation and overall agreement with the experimental estimate (200 ± 33 ms; mean ± SD) [15] (Fig. 8C). L2/3 PCs
had longer time constants (288e333 ms) than model neurons in the
other layers and the experimental estimate, and this was consistent
with the markedly increased time constants in the sulcal wall as
estimated using single neuron thresholds (Fig. 8A).
Discussion
We developed a detailed, multi-scale model of the direct cortical
response to TMS by populating an MRI-derived FEM head model
with realistic models of neurons across the cortical layers. The
neuron models approximated the geometry of human cortical cells
and included extensive axonal arbors, which were necessary to
predict the dependence of activation on stimulation direction in
each cell type. The results revealed several important conclusions
regarding the neural mechanisms of TMS of the motor cortex. TMS
exclusively activated neurons at their axon terminals aligned to the
local E-ﬁeld direction. Due to their complex axonal morphology,
neurons were activated by E-ﬁelds both normal and tangential to
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Fig. 5. Layer-speciﬁc spatial distribution of activation varies with TMS pulse waveform and direction, shown in a cross-section of the hand knob (as in Fig. 2C). Median
thresholds for L1eL6 on analysis plane through pre-central gyrus, parallel to coil handle and near coil center for (A) monophasic, (B) half sine, and (C) biphasic stimulation in the
PeA and AeP directions. Arrows indicate direction of initial phase of E-ﬁeld waveform. Note that biphasic stimulation conditions are plotted in opposite order to group stimuli by
the direction of their dominant waveform phase. (D) Percent difference in median thresholds between PeA and AeP current directions, indicated in title. Regions where thresholds
for both PeA and AeP were above 230 A/ms are colored gray.

the cortical surface, and the E-ﬁeld magnitude was a much stronger
predictor of neural activation than the E-ﬁeld component normal to
the
cortical
surface.
In
both
the
uniform
E-ﬁeld
thresholdedirection maps and the multi-scale model, thresholds
varied substantially across neurons in different cortical layers, in a
manner that did not simply reﬂect their respective distances from
the coil: the L5 PCs had the lowest thresholds, followed by L2/3 PCs,
L4 LBCs, L6 PCs, and L1 NGCs. There was substantial overlap in the
threshold distributions of the neurons in L2e5, resulting in mixed
cell-type recruitment at suprathreshold stimulation intensities,
whereas L1 and L6 neurons were hardly activated. TMS of M1
activated with lowest intensity neurons in the crown and lip of the
precentral gyrus due to the higher E-ﬁeld magnitude there as
compared to the sulcal wall. Reversing the current direction from
PeA to AeP caused an anterior shift in the threshold distributions
of L2/3eL5, with the strongest effects in the pyramidal cell types
and for the monophasic waveform. These trends agreed remarkably
well with variations in MT observed in human subjects.
TMS preferentially activated axon terminals in all cell types, in
both the uniform and non-uniform E-ﬁelds. As such, our results
differ from two widely cited modeling studies which concluded
that TMS initiates action potentials at the soma or initial segment
[24,25]. Indeed, their results can be explained by implementation
errors in the equivalent current injection method representing the

coupling between the E-ﬁeld and the neural cable models, in which
the current applied to the neural compartments had a dimensional
mismatch and was unbalanced at the termination, connection, and
branching points of the neural cable [19,65e67]. Consequently, Seo
et al. [25] reported TMS activation with higher thresholds for larger
diameter L5 PCs compared to smaller diameter L3 PCs, which did
not follow the reversed recruitment order of extracellular stimulation [68e70]; the threshold distribution maps were also highly
fragmented, which is implausible given the continuous distribution
of the macroscopic FEM E-ﬁeld and quasi-uniformity of E-ﬁeld on
microscopic scales in transcranial brain stimulation [58]. Activation
at the soma or dendrites is also unlikely due to their long membrane time constants (>5 ms) compared to myelinated axons (<400
ms) [71,72]. These axonal time constants agree with
strengtheduration time constants measured for TMS of the motor
cortex [15,60], and were reproduced by our models. In contrast,
direct polarization of cell bodies (2e3 mV), before an axonal
compartment was activated by suprathreshold TMS pulses, was
well below action potential threshold. Further evidence for preferential activation of axonal terminals comes from experimental
data on the corticospinal I1-wave [73], which is thought to originate
from excitatory, monosynaptic inputs to the pyramidal tract neurons projecting directly to hand motoneurons [32]. The I1-wave
threshold is relatively unaffected by voluntary contraction,
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Fig. 6. Simpler neuron model with straight axon morphology results in higher
thresholds and different spatial distribution of activation for L2/3 PCs. (A) Median
thresholds for L2/3 PCs on layer surface for monophasic PeA stimulation (top; compare
to Fig. 3C) and AeP stimulation (middle). Placement of L2/3 PCs with straight axons
visualized in gyral crown between the gray matter and white matter surfaces (similar
to Fig. 2B) and zoomed in view of single model neuron (bottom). Straight axon versions
of L2/3 PCs were co-located with original, realistic axon population and only differed in
their axon morphology. (B) Median thresholds for L2/3 PC on analysis plane (same as
Fig. 5) for monophasic PeA (top) and AeP (bottom) stimulation. (C) Percent difference
in median thresholds between PeA and AeP current directions. Regions where
thresholds for both PeA and AeP were above 230 A/ms are colored gray.

GABAergic drugs, or the paired-pulse paradigm known as shortinterval intracortical inhibition [73]. This is expected if the presynaptic inputs to PTNs were activated at their distal axon terminals, where the membrane potential is less affected by synaptic
inputs than the dendrites, soma, or axon initial segment. Thus, our
ﬁnding that TMS preferentially activated axon terminals, while
inconsistent with some prior modeling studies, is consistent with
experimental results.
Including realistic axonal geometries is critical to predicting
accurately the variations in threshold and directional sensitivity
within and between cell types, and this had signiﬁcant implications
for the mechanisms of neural activation in the full model. Previous
biophysical models and our simulations with idealized, straight
axons found extremely high threshold anisotropies and could not
predict variations in collateral activation across cell types [20,25]. In
particular, inhibitory interneurons possess highly branched axons
that cannot be approximated unambiguously with a single axon
direction. On the other hand, we observed signiﬁcant variations in
activation thresholds both between and within cell types as a result
of axonal geometry. In addition, the phenomenological cortical
column cosine model argues that pyramidal cells are depolarized
by E-ﬁeld directed into the cortical surface (parallel to the cortical
columns), while interneurons are depolarized by tangential ﬁelds
[63,64,74]. This led to the prediction that TMS activates pyramidal
cells in the sulcal wall, where the E-ﬁeld is directed into the cortical
surface, and therefore, neural activation should be proportional to

the normal component of the E-ﬁeld [63,64,74]. Our simulations of
L2/3 PCs with straight axons largely follow the predictions of this
phenomenological theory, as thresholds were lowest in the gyral
lip and superﬁcial sulcal wall and highest in the gyral crown. In
contrast, while the low-threshold cells in our model (L2e5)
exhibited a preference for normal relative to transverse E-ﬁeld, this
effect was relatively small, with typical threshold differences of less
than 30% (Supplementary Fig. 3). Since the E-ﬁeld activated the
terminals of aligned axonal branches, but not cell bodies or dendrites, the dense axon collateralization of cortical PCs and interneurons enabled activation for all E-ﬁeld directions [30].
Consequently, the spatial distribution of thresholds for a given coil
conﬁguration was much more highly correlated with the E-ﬁeld
magnitude than its normal component. Neural activation is therefore more likely to occur in the gyral crown and lip, which are
exposed to larger E-ﬁeld magnitudes, than the sulcal wall. These
results provide a clear mechanistic explanation of recent studies
relating MTs for a range of TMS coil orientations and positions with
E-ﬁeld distributions calculated in subject-speciﬁc head models
[9e11,75].
The integrated model enabled analysis of waveform- and
direction-dependent effects that would be indiscernible using the
E-ﬁeld distribution alone. TMS of the motor cortex produces MEPs
with 2e3 ms longer latencies for current in the AeP than in the PeA
direction [12,42,60,76,77]. In the model, reversing the current direction for the monophasic waveform from PeA to AeP produced
an anterior shift in the spatial distribution of activation of L2/3 and
L5 PCs. These shifts with current direction were explained by the
uniform E-ﬁeld thresholdedirection maps for these cell types, as
they indicated slight preferences for E-ﬁelds oriented into the
cortical surface for L2e5 neurons (Supplementary Fig. 3). While
this preference was insufﬁcient to reduce thresholds in the sulcal
wall, where the E-ﬁeld is nearly perpendicular to the cortical surface, it did alter thresholds within the precentral gyrus dependent
on the current direction. This waveform-dependent shift in the
region of cortical activation could explain the longer MEP latencies
of monophasic AeP stimulation relative to PeA stimulation, which
is not observed for the more symmetric waveforms. Corticomotoneuronal cells that make monosynaptic connections with
alpha motoneurons are found mostly in the anterior bank of the
central sulcus [59]. Based on our model, PeA stimulation would
therefore mostly activate the corticomotoneuronal cells monosynaptically, producing MEPs with shorter latencies, while AeP
stimulation would activate rostral M1 or pre-motor pyramidal
cells producing MEPs polysynaptically with longer latencies. In fact,
excitatory inputs to M1 from ventral and dorsal pre-motor cortex
were identiﬁed in monkeys [78e80] and humans [81] with conduction latencies matching late I-waves generated by single-pulse
TMS [82], suggesting they may be recruited by AeP stimulation
[73]. These results support that AeP and PeA stimulation of M1
activate different sets of cortical neurons that indirectly generate
downstream corticospinal activity, rather than different sites
within the same neurons, as argued elsewhere [73].
Experimentally validating these predictions in humans may be
difﬁcult with current experimental techniques, but invasive recordings in non-human primates provide access to cortical activity
during TMS that could measure the cell-type- and location-speciﬁc
responses to TMS [3]. Still, one strategy to permit more direct
comparisons between the model and human experiments is to
simulate evoked responses measurable by less invasive methods,
including at the corticospinal and muscle levels as well as at the
scalp.
Although a substantial advance over prior work, several limitations of the model should be noted. Obtaining realistic threshold
amplitudes in neural models of TMS is a persistent challenge for the
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Fig. 7. Activation thresholds within putative hand muscle representation in hand knob. Model thresholds for each pulse waveform and direction combination are shown in log
scale, with each Tukey boxplot (outliers excluded) describing statistics of thresholds from 5 clones and 6 rotations at each position within the hand muscle representation. Boxplots
of experimental motor threshold (MT) data are included in gray (12 subjects) [42]. Hand muscle representation in L5 surface is marked in blue (right), with green arrow indicating
center of TMS coil and direction of induced current (for PeA stimulation). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version
of this article.)

ﬁeld [20e22]. Sommer et al. reported MTs for monophasic PeA
stimulation between 45.6 and 102.6 A/ms for subjects at rest [42].
These values are close to the minimum threshold of L5 PCs in the
putative hand muscle representation within our model (68.7 A/ms);
however, sub-MT stimuli are known to activate intracortical circuits
[83], suggesting that model thresholds may still be too high. Our
results showed heterogeneous tissue conductivities in the FEM
model were important to obtain more accurate E-ﬁeld distribution
and lower thresholds. Uniform overestimation of the activation
thresholds may be related to limitations in the axon models, speciﬁcally in the sodium channel model, as well as differences in
morphological features related to age, species, and brain region
[30]. Additionally, we simulated quiescent cells in this study, but
endogenous sub- or supra-threshold synaptic activity may reduce
thresholds in both directly and indirectly activated neurons; subthreshold somatic depolarization (hyperpolarization) can reduce
(increase)
thresholds
via
passive
axonal
polarization
(Supplementary Fig. 10).
Another limitation was the lack of corticospinal models
extending into the white matter, which may be activated directly by
TMS with certain coil conﬁgurations [73], as well as medium to
long-range intracortical axonal inputs. These range from intrinsic
horizontal connections between different cortical columns within
several millimeters [50,84,85], association ﬁbers that connect
ipsilateral cortical regions via white matter, such as the U-ﬁber
system [86], and subcortical or callosal projections through longrange white matter tracts [87]. Our model included local axon
collaterals forming the local columnar connections within a few
hundred microns [88]. TMS-fMRI studies have shown, for example,
that short stimulation trains applied to premotor cortex modulate
activity in a number of distant connected regions, including
contralateral primary and secondary motor areas [89,90]. Additionally, dual-coil TMS paradigms, in which a test pulse is applied to
M1 to evoke an MEP following a conditioning pulse applied to a
distant region (e.g. contralateral M1 or cerebellum), show that

activation of these long range connections can modulate motor
output [91e93]. Incorporating these additional axonal projections
may be necessary to make stronger conclusions about which neural
elements TMS activates and the indirect effects on their postsynaptic targets. In particular, our model predicted inhibitory interneurons have similar or higher thresholds for direct activation
relative to the model pyramidal cells, mainly due to their smaller
axonal diameters. This implies that inhibitory effects of sub-MT
intensity TMS [94,95] are mediated by low-threshold excitatory
inputs to these inhibitory interneurons. This would agree with the
model of indirect inhibitory activation proposed by Bestmann et al.
based on their ﬁndings using a triple pulse TMS paradigm of M1
[96]: two subthreshold conditioning stimuli facilitated inhibition of
the motor output evoked by a suprathreshold test stimulus, suggesting the conditioning stimuli activated convergent excitatory
inputs of a population of inhibitory interneurons in which temporal
summation occurred. These excitatory inputs could either be the
local axons we modeled, or intrinsic/extrinsic inputs we did not
model, as discussed above. Inhibitory interneurons have lower
thresholds for indirect, synaptic activation due to their higher input
resistance (lower somatic surface area), which would explain how
activation of low threshold excitatory elements could lead to a
dominant inhibitory effect at certain stimulus intensities. The trajectories of corticofugal projections can be incorporated using DTI
tractography [39,97], whereas obtaining intracortical projections is
more challenging. Also, we focused on modeling a single excitatory
or inhibitory cell type per layer, but there were additional cortical
cell types with low thresholds for activation that we did not
simulate in the full multi-scale model. Our supplementary simulations suggest inhibitory basket cells in L2/3, L5, and L6 may be
recruited by TMS at similar amplitudes to the L4 large basket cells.
We also focused on direct activation by TMS and did not include
synaptic connections between neurons. Previous simulation
studies used network models with simpliﬁed representations of
neurons to reproduce several characteristics of the corticospinal
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Fig. 8. Strengtheduration time constants of model neurons match experimental measures. (A) Median time constant (across 5 clones and 6 rotations) for layers with lowest
activation thresholds, estimated for each model neuron using their activation thresholds for 30, 60, and 120 ms cTMS pulses. Putative hand muscle representations are outlined in
black. (B) Strengtheduration curves using median neuronal population threshold within the model hand muscle representation and experimentally measured mean (±SD) motor
thresholds [15]. cTMS waveforms are shown in the bottom left corner. (C) Experimentally estimated time constant [15] (mean ± SD) and model time constants for a range of cutoff
threshold percentiles (2.5e50%) within the hand muscle representation.

activity evoked by TMS [98,99], but they did not explicitly model
the interaction between the induced E-ﬁeld and the neural elements. Instead, to represent the stimulus, the models relied on the
authors’ own assumptions regarding the number, location, and
connectivity of directly activated neurons, essentially using random
activation of a selected proportion of cells or synapses. By including
the biophysical mechanisms involved in the interaction between
the spatial and temporal features of the E-ﬁeld and the cortical
circuits, our modeling framework captures the shortest-latency
response of the cortical circuits to a TMS pulse and can feed into
higher-level network models. This is a required ﬁrst step for constructing more complex models that include synaptic connectivity
and characterizing the subsequent indirect effects of activation,
which is especially important to strengthen conclusions about the
role of direct and indirect inhibitory activation discussed earlier.
Network models with both reconstructed morphologies and realistic simulations of the E-ﬁeld pose a computational challenge but
may be important in modeling short-term circuit dynamics in
response to TMS.
Finally, methods for computing the TMS-induced E-ﬁeld in FEM
models have limitations, including the assumption of homogeneous, isotropic conductivities in gray matter and the sharp conductivity boundary at its border with the white matter [37]. In our
model, the unnatural E-ﬁeld gradients did not produce activation in
L5/6 PC axons that crossed the grayewhite matter boundary, suggesting the latter issue is not critical. Additionally, we used a single

subject’s head model, and sites of activation may vary with cortical
geometry [100].
In conclusion, this work introduces a computational modeling
platform for simulating the response of cortical neurons to transcranial magnetic stimulation and enables quantiﬁcation of the effects of pulse waveforms, coil conﬁgurations, and individual head
anatomies on the cell type speciﬁc cortical response. Our results
demonstrate the importance of incorporating non-linear neural
membrane dynamics and realistic axon morphologies to capture
the effect of the stimulation parameters. This platform will allow
continued mechanistic studies and optimization of TMS and other
cortical stimulation technologies to guide the rational design of
non-invasive brain therapies.
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